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Montage Staff  
Answered the question…. 
 
WHY ARE YOU HERE? 

 
 

Kelsey Burton 
ossington100@montagesupport.ca 

This question was incredibly easy 
for me to answer. I am here at 
Montage because I wanted to be 
part of a team that focuses on our 
community’s strengths. All of the 
people who come to us for          
support have something incredible 
to offer to their community, and to 
themselves. By focusing on what 
makes them who they are, we are 
able to empower people to seek 
more for themselves in this life. All 
people  deserve to have the same 
opportunities as everyone else. I 
love being part of their journey, 
and helping them to discover what 
they can accomplish.  

 

Marilou Vera Cruz 
mveracruz@montagesupport.ca  

My personal driving force is to be 
able to contribute to something 
greater than myself.  I’m most 
happy, and most fulfilled when I 
am helping and giving to                
others.  At Montage Support      
Services, I’m able to engage, 
learn from, and assist others, in     
fulfilling their goals and dreams.  I 
take pride in ensuring that the 
people we support feel heard, are 
encouraged, and are satisfied with 
how our support is helping them 
achieve their goals.  Offering     
people the resources to increase 
their life skills, education,                        
volunteer, and job opportunities 
where they can contribute in paid 
jobs positions is truly an               
unexplainable feeling.  Being            
an instrumental part of someone’s 
life, and seeing  them create          
positive change is why I do what I 
do.  Thankful for the opportunity to 
do what I do, for at the end of the 
day, its what makes me happy.  

 

Montage Support Services  

504 Oakwood Avenue 

Toronto, ON M6E 2X1 
 

Newsletter queries/

submissions: 

E: info@montagesupport.ca 

mailto:mveracruz@montagesupport.ca


TAKE THE CHALLENGE  
 

HELP RAISE FUNDS & AWARENESS & WIN! 

A WHAT’S YOUR DREAM?                  CHALLENGE  

RAISE FUNDS & AWARENESS.   

 

Montage invites all staff to take the challenge, and participate by increasing donor                    

awareness for our 3RD Annual  What’s Your Dream? Gala Friday, April 6, 2018. 

 

THE WINNER GETS IT ALL!  

● Podium Recognition at the Event 

● Feature Profile in Dreamweaver Edition 

● A complimentary ticket to attend the evening gala, April 6th 2018. 

● A One Night Stay with breakfast for 2 at the luxurious Hockley Valley Resort 

 

HERE’S HOW TO JOIN! 
 

● Complete a Registration Form (info@montagesupport.ca)  

●  Receive Donor Collection form (Donations of $20+ are eligible for a tax receipt) 

●  Solicit your circle of friends, restaurants, shops, etc. (the sky is the limit) 

●  Submit your collection form/s and monies by due date and be eligible to WIN. 

●  WINNER (staff who raises the most funds) will be selected on: Friday, March 16, 2018 
 

Registration Forms available at Town Hall, or : info@montagesupport.ca NOW!   

All collection forms and monies MUST be returned prior to or by: Thursday, March 1, 2018.   
 

Register to take the challenge today! Email: info@montagesupport.ca 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

There’s a lot of talk right now 
about being more inclusive and 
embracing our differences.               
Inclusion and diversity are not new 
social concepts but they can be 
elusive. They involve                    
acknowledging others’ rights to 
respect and dignity, critical to 
achieving these aspects of our      
humanity.  
We are fortunate Canada is one of 
the most diverse and inclusive 
countries in the world. It’s been 
part of our collective DNA since 
forever. Diversity and inclusion       
reflect our core values and are 
central to future prosperity and     
advancements as a society. 
Thoughts about diversity and        
inclusion are as varied and         
multi-dimensioned as there are 
cultures and traditions. However, 
in a study undertaken by the Royal 
Bank of Canada and the Institute 
for Canadian Citizenship,             
approximately 1.2 million people 
employed in the corporate and      
human services sectors were 
questioned about how they define, 
promote, and measure diversity 
and inclusion. This is a significant 

sampling and the results yielded 
were somewhat surprising. 
It seems employers readily           
understand diversity and what it 
entails but no so much about         
inclusion. Can it be that the notion 
of inclusion is murkier and not so 
easy to grasp and implement?       
Diversity is described as what is 
observed and is fact-based; 
whereas inclusion is more           
subjective, informed by what we 
hear, how we consider others in 
what we do. In other words,          
inclusion seems an individual 
choice we make to either involve 
others or not.  
A strong 90 per cent of the survey 
respondents indicated a belief 
teams that are diverse and             
inclusive ultimately make better 
decisions. Yet, as most of these 
organizations characterize and 
sturdily endorse themselves as 
diverse few have successfully 
managed to design and implement 
inclusionary strategies. 
Sometimes it’s challenging to see 
the forest through the trees. While 
employers may recognize there’s 
diversity all around them, they      
often have no idea what to do or 
how to embrace it – that’s the       
inclusionary part. There’s a lot of 
untapped potential left behind 
when we can’t find a way to make 
people feel like they belong and 
are part of a group of dreamers 
and achievers. 
Employers should and must make 
inclusion part of their mandates. 
All of us will be better for it. It’s 
about harvesting the talents – 
great or small – everyone            
possesses and turning it into the 
whole being bigger than the sum 

of its individual and unique parts. 
Aren’t we better together than 
weaker and alone? Canadian       
society can and should do more to 
build better lives by making           
inclusion not as a flavor-of-the-
month social fad but as a core  
value embraced by all of us. 
Diversity and inclusion should be 
ongoing priorities – not achieved 
as one isolated from the other but 
in tandem with each other. We 
need to monitor how the                     
implementation of diversity and 
inclusion initiatives are working out 
and play a role in decision-making.  
All of us in the corporate and         
human services sectors must           
engage, question, and approach 
the challenges along the way with 
critical thinking. So now that we 
understand the difference let’s do 
something about it. 
 

 
 

Diversity is often considered to be 

what we see. It's a fact.  

Inclusion is what we hear – how 

we value, respect and involve     

everyone. It's a choice.  

~ Neil McLaughlin, group head of personal 

and commercial banking for Royal Bank of         

Canada. 

 

Is there a  
difference  
between  
diversity and  
inclusion?  

Hint: Yes 
there is! 

 

Tullio Orlando,  
MSW RSW  

Ph.D. Social Work Candidate 



What’s Happening at Montage? 
We invite you to make Montage a regular 

“meeting place”! 

No matter who you are, you’ll fit in here!  At Montage we value 

diversity, because we believe that the ability to appreciate our differences 

and find common ground makes our community stronger!  We are                              

introducing two special guests who will kick-off our Community MEETUPs 

roster for 2018, and, we invite your interest to come together and connect 

with one another in a social setting to foster relationships, as well as build                 

networks.  
 

Lynn Himmelman is the owner and CEO of Life Enhancement Essentials,                   

investing more than 30 years into self-exploration and formal study of                       

modalities which promote a healthy body, mind and spirit.  During the past 

18 years, she has brought the spirit of laughter to thousands of clients who 

have entrusted her with accelerating their healing and transformation 

through the powerful synergy of forgiveness and laughter.  Lynn will                

enthusiastically bring the “Spirit of Laughter” to Montage’s Town Hall        

meeting in November!  She is also on our roster for a Montage MeetUP for 

participants to learn how to access the immediate benefits that are           

available when they shift from leaving laughter to chance to engaging in 

laughing for “no particular reason”.  Be first to express your interest in an 

evening of Forgive and Laugh by contacting:  info@montagesupport.ca. 
 

 

Joan Marshall is a Musician, Composer, Producer.  You may have seen 

Joan in a performance at Montage’s What’s Your Dream? gala, or with her 

Elton Joan Tribute Band?  What you may not know about this talented      

artist is that her passion in music extends far beyond fame and fortune.  

She is dedicated to bringing music into the hearts of those with a desire to 

explore music and or their talents in singing.  You can soon become part of 

the experience at one of Montage’s MeetUPs.  To express your interest in         

arranging for a MeetUP night with Joan to explore your love of music and 

or, vocal talent  contact: info@montagesupport.ca  

Lynn Himmelman, Certified  

Laughter & Forgiveness 

Coach, B.Sc., B.Mus. 

 

  
 

Joan Marshall 

Musician, Composer, Producer 

Look out 2018!!  Montage MeetUPs will host a number of Special Guests to offer 

opportunities for a community of people to come together, become acquainted with 

one another, share interests, and possibly discover new ones!  

Email us with Subject Line:  Montage MeetUps 

 

Introducing MeetUPs 

Special Guests 

 

 

Montage Photobooth @ the DSTO Info Fair  

held on October 18th, 2018  

55 Agencies ● Downsview Park ● The Warehouse  

Visit: www.montagesupport.ca to view event photos. 

Contact us: info@montagesupport.ca for more               

information on our services. 



Abdullah lives in a “SUPER HERO” 
world!  He lives and breathes his                
passion for expression and                    
creativity through his love of         
MARVEL comic book adventures, 
fictional super  hero movies, and by 
attending and performing in live       
theatre productions.  His inspiration 
on stage comes from regular visits to 
comic book stores and exhibits. The 
pursuit of living the dream of one day 
being a film Director involves being            
submersed in the lifestyle that           
includes attending Hot Docs                 
International Documentary Festival, 
Game of Thrones: The Exhibition         
Toronto ComiCon; and volunteering 
for annual events like Luminato, and             
FanExpo Canada.  A highlight for    
Abdullah was having a part in 
Dramaway’s production of Cinderella, 
where he especially enjoyed the        
excitement of weekly rehearsals 
leading up to the performance.   
Whether he is studying movie           
reviews, or being first in line for any 
fictional super hero movie (despite the review) Abdullah takes on every opportunity to contribute to the 
art world; and his support workers, Liz and Sheldon never lose sight of his aspirations, delighting in his                       
enthusiasm to take part in events that allow him to explore different roles and venues.   
Each year for the past three years Abdullah has volunteered at Tiff and has had the opportunity to         
become familiar with different roles with minimal support (doorman or usher) and enjoying the perks of 
meeting celebrities, making friends with other volunteers, and hob-nobbing with producers and critics.   
This year was one for the history books for the aspiring director, when the one and only, Denzel             
Washington asked Abdullah for a photo opportunity!  When asked what it was like, Abdullah replied, 
“I’m still star-struck”!  Needless to say this first won’t be the last celebrity meets for Abdullah, and we, at 
Montage look forward to cheering him on as he continues to reach for the stars to realize his every 
dream! 

AbdullahAbdullah 



 
 
 
 
 
 

 
The Toronto International Film Festival (TIFF,      
stylized as tiff) is one of the largest publicly           
attended film festivals in the world, attracting over 
480,000 people annually. Over the last 42 years, 
TIFF has grown to become a year-round              
destination for film culture operating out of the 
TIFF Bell Lightbox, a dynamic centre for film         
culture that offers visitors a presentation that        
includes new releases, live film events and an         
interactive gallery. 

Year-round, TIFF Bell Lightbox offers screenings, 
lectures, discussions, festivals, workshops,            
industry support and the chance to meet        
filmmakers from Canada and around the world. 
TIFF Bell Lightbox is located on the northwest      
corner of King Street and John Street in downtown 
Toronto. 

In 2017, 397 films from 83 countries were 
screened at 28 screens in downtown Toronto       
venues, welcoming an estimated 480,000            
attendees, over 5,000 were industry professionals. 
TIFF starts the Thursday night after Labour Day 
(the first Monday in September in Canada) and 
lasts for eleven days.  Founded in 1976, TIFF is 
now one of the most prestigious events of its kind 
in the world. In 1998, Variety magazine          
acknowledged that TIFF "is second only to Cannes 
in terms of high-profile pics, stars and market       
activity". In 2007, TIME noted that TIFF had 
"grown from its place as the most influential fall film 
festival to the most influential film festival, period". 
The festival's People's Choice Award—based on 
audience balloting—has emerged as an indicator 
of awards-season success with past recipients                     
included Room, The Imitation Game, 12 Years a 
Slave, The King's Speech, Slumdog Millionaire, 
Silver Linings Playbook, and La La Land. -from 
Wikipedia 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 

FAN EXPO CANADA™ is the largest Comics,     
Sci-fi, Horror, Anime, and Gaming events in       
Canada and among the top 3 Pop Culture events 
in North America.  Celebrating its 23nd year, FAN      
EXPO CANADA™ has grown from a small comic 
book convention attracting 1,500 fans into a       
multi-faceted, 4-day citywide event that attracts 
over 129,000 people from around the world.  
 

The event provides a substantial multi-million      
dollar economic impact to the City of Toronto,      
filling up hotels and restaurants throughout the 
duration of the Expo.  Every year the event hosts 
exciting family-friendly attractions, and world       
renowned celebrities which have included: Stan 
Lee, Patrick Stewart, Buzz Aldrin, William 
Shatner, Christopher Lloyd, Elijah Wood, 
Leonard Nimoy, Carrie Fisher, Gillian            
Anderson, and stars from hit television shows: 
The Walking Dead, Star Trek, The Vampire      
Diaries, Arrow, Agents of S.H.I.E.L.D, Teen 
Wolf, Doctor Who, Gotham, Criminal Minds, 
Castle and so many more.   
Everyone is a fan of something, and FAN EXPO 
CANADA™ is the place each year to celebrate all 
things pop culture with professional comic artists 
who battle it out with popular Sketch Duels.  “How 
To”  workshops, and fans who have an                
opportunity to take photos with their favourite        
costumed characters!  

 

With over 400,000 square feet of shopping           
madness, it is also a great place to buy that 
unique gift , and/or treat yourself! 
 

FANEXPO CANADA celebrating fandom in  
Canada for 24 years: fanexpocanada.com 

http://fanexpocanada.com/attractions/


Knowledge, Creativity &  

Dedication 

www.teamtheraputix.ca 

When Victoria Tolmatshov 

opened the doors to TEAM 

THERAPUTIX, she was more 

than ready to exceed the             

expectations of those who came 

through the door. 

Well positioned, the clinic brought 

quality support for individuals to 

achieve their rehabilitation goals.   

With 12 professional staff and 

state of the art equipment,        

consisting of Robotic therapy, 

Physiotherapy, Chiropractic,    

Massage, Vibration Therapy,      

Hyperbaric Oxygen, Soft Tissue 

Laser, Wound Care Orthotics, 

and Functional Electrical           

Stimulation there was no doubt in 

her mind that Team Theraputix 

would be successful in meeting 

the needs of its community. 

As she walks you through the     

corridor describing the therapies 

of each room, she mentions how 

people’s needs are addressed to 

see results.  Testimony to the tour 

is Team Theraputix’s clientele 

base of 5000 and growing. 

The clinic has successfully                                     

proven itself in its ability to        

produce results; Victoria could 

quite easily sit back and continue 

to manage their services.         

However, through the years, she 

has seen a growing number of 

people who she feels are falling 

through the cracks.  Not             

financially able to  follow through 

to get results. The idea of this 

population of people not able to 

meet their physical and emotional 

needs   because of their financial                           

obligations began to play heavy 

on her mind.   She consistently 

saw people needing therapeutic 

support turn to receiving therapy 

from government subsidized 

agencies that fell short from         

addressing their physical needs.   

This bandage alternative was                  

incomprehensible to her, so, 

in 2014, Victoria set up a 36 

month financial assistance plan to 

offer people on ODSP                          

physiotherapy sessions at a                 

fraction of the cost.  What                     

happened next was unexpectedly 

overwhelming.  The program 

grew so quickly and significantly; 

that she found herself in a          

position where she needed to 

subsidize the reduced fee in order 

to sustain its 100 applicants now 

in cue for support.  So, started a 

fundraising campaign with a goal 

to raise $150,000. A tall order for 

any business, or organization to 

take on single-handedly.             

However, “Doing things for the 

right reasons” she says is her 

driving force.  Her journey to      

embrace a community of people 

to be as passionate as she is has 

not been an easy task.   

“It has been a pretty lonely uphill 

battle” says Victoria. 

Despite her good intentions, she 

expresses her frustration with the 

lack of support she has received 

from other professionals in her 

community and the social         

landscape in general. Finding 

many not interested, or caring of 

how their support could help       

people who are differently abled, 

Victoria maintains steadfast in her 

vision to change this perception.   

She found that instead of asking 

for financial support, she would 

promote it through her services 

and offers them to corporate        

businesses on location. “It’s an 

ongoing challenge, she says, “but 

it’s worth the fight”.  Undaunted 

by the process, Victoria remains 

determined to enhance the quality 

of life for all people through her 

therapies.  Whether she realizes 

it or not, she has started the      

conversation for a better               

understanding of what it means to 

be invested and supportive of one 

another.  Montage considers her 

a leader in her field – someone 

who is not willing to leave anyone 

behind, and  we applaud her drive 

and determination. 



Prince Harry, “I told you to be ready to see lives changed right before your eyes, but I didn’t tell you 

some of those would be your own. Let these Games inspire you to do something bigger in your family, 

in your community and across the world.  “Right now you’re at a high. You thought this was a summit 

you wouldn’t climb, but you have made it. Right here, shoulder to shoulder, you are Invictus.    

TORONTO, ON – The Invictus 

Games Toronto 2017, presented 

by Jaguar Land Rover, finished 

with a spectacular Closing           

Ceremony on Saturday,             

September 30th, with               

competitors, their families and 

thousands of spectators             

celebrating  the end of eight days 

of inspiring competition at the 

best-attended, and largest         

Invictus Games ever hosted.  

During his closing remarks, 

Prince Harry commended            

Toronto, the host city:  “You have 

delivered the biggest Invictus 

Games yet, with the most            

incredible atmosphere, making 

our competitors feel like the stars 

they are.”  Showcasing the very 

best of Toronto’s hospitality.                  

Torontonians embraced the 

Games, purchasing every last 

ticket and showing up to loudly 

cheer on the competitors, as well 

engaging with the competitors 

and their families to hear their 

stories.  It was also an                            

opportunity for the city to         

showcase diversity and              

inclusion, as quoted by Iraqi 

team liaison  Ali Al-Hashimi in a 

Toronto Star interview: “The 

Invictus Games was like        

Christmas morning for Team 

Iraq. There’s so much care and 

attention being given to the         

disabled and wounded here. It’s 

something we’ve never seen.   

Ever.”  From the competitors 

who pushed themselves to new       

limits, to the largest number of            

participating nations and          

competitors, to the highest-

recorded social media                              

engagement, and unsurpassed 

number of spectators, to                 

record-breaking temperatures, 

the 2017 Invictus Games 

eclipsed those that came before.  

Here are some facts and                    

figures from the Games:  

Overall attendance: 75,000; 

Number of volunteers: 1,427 
(working a total of 80,000 hours)   

Number of service dogs: 14;  

Hours of competition: 152;  

Number of accredited                  

media: 621 

The Closing Ceremony featured 

Bruce Springsteen, Bryan                 

Adams, Kelly Clarkson, Coeur de 

pirate and Bachman & Turner.   

Team UK competitor Mark                  

Ormond (pictured above) received 

the Jaguar Award for Exceptional 

Performance, displaying true                 

determination and dedication 

throughout Games and                          

beyond.  The Land Rover Above 

and Beyond Award, judged on 

sportsmanship, commitment and 

demonstration of an inspiring                  

example of the Invictus Spirit, 

awarded to Team Afghanistan.   

 

Quote by Michael Burns, CEO,                      

Invictus Games Organizing     

Committee:  “There were so 

many incredible moments 

throughout the games.  From a 

competitor who gave his gold 

medal to the family of a fallen 

comrade; to the men and women 

who helped their fellow              

competitors across the finish 

line, to the children who ran to 

their parent on the podium.  All of 

these,  have changed Canada 

and the way we think.  The 

Games have united us in a                 

positive and very powerful way.” 
 

 



 
 

Page Profiles 
 

“Being Known” are two simple words that have an 
impact on our well-being, our sense of self, and    
receiving affirmation that we are valued . At         
Montage Support Services, one of the core          
principles that drive our mission is ensuring that, all 
of the services, that we provide, place priority on 
the person being supported. Intentionally using a       
person-centered approach, means it becomes the 
primary focus of each interaction of personal care; 
offering, facilitating, respecting choices, and          
increasing a level of independence regardless of 
ability; this does not discount the importance of       
primary care, attention to detail, documentation 
and communication. 

Over the last few years, The Executive and         
Management team at Montage, have participated 
in a series of workshops presented by Helen     
Sanderson and Associates. Their model, of Person 
Centred Practices, has been used internationally 
from corporate settings, correctional facilities, day 
cares, non- profit sector through to Developmental 
Services and even long-term, palliative and         
hospice care.  

As we went deeper into the theory and tools of    
Person Centered practices, we could see how 
adapting the model to our residential and              
community plans, would actively demonstrate our 
conviction to this commitment .  

There are various tools that facilitate information 
gathering that  help us to ensure the perspective of 
who we are working with can be balanced with the  
perception of those who know them best.  One of 
our key tools is the One Page Profile which asks 
three simple questions. 

What do other people like and admire about me? 

What is important to me? 

What is the best way to support me? 

 

Asking these questions reveal insights from the    
individual as well as family, friends, and staff, 
whose experience of the person can either mirror, 
or vary. The first question highlights the attributes 
of the person’s personality, how they relate to and 
are seen by people and the world around them.      
Question two, “What is important to me?” identifies 
what is important to someone, rather than what is 
important for someone.  Important ‘for’ usually      
implies personal safety, timelines, or health care 
needs, where as important ‘to’, is much more at the 
core of a person’s relationships, traditions, rituals, 
collections and preferences.  By asking the support 
question, we learn what someone needs for them 
to be well.  How they want to be treated through 
personal care or daily activities.  Essentially what 
they want people to know about them in order for 
them to be at their best. 

In the context of our residential locations, the One 
Page Profile acts as the cover to each Individual 
Support Plan (ISP). It has become an integral                    
component of introducing residents to new staff, or 
agency staff, that come in on call.  By sharing the 
essence of who the person is, that goes                   
beyond—‘medication at this time’, ‘evening routine 
at this time’. The one page profiles establish the       
foundation of a relationship, and a point of             
connection. 

We invite you to visit our website 
www.montagesupport.ca under the tab Home/
Montage Support Services Team to see the One 
Page Profiles that helped to define and set the 
tone for using this tool.  

   

Answers that bring perspective to perception, and encourage                    

life changing support, and relationship building. 

What’s Important to ME? Communication, Family, Humour. 

What you should know about ME? I love Music—drumming. 

How to best support ME?  Patience and understanding of 

how I communicate and what I am communicating. 

http://www.montagesupport.ca


 

 

 

 

Taken from 2015 Megan Jones article in 

Bloom. 

 

DEVELOPING    

INTERACTIVE           

VIDEO GAMES 

 
It started with her brother. Maritza 

Basaran remembers sitting with 

him years ago, playing video 

games. Jaimie, who has autism, 

loved to hang out in the living 

room and fool around on his          

Nintendo. But without strong          

literacy and fine-motor skills, he 

couldn’t always play the games 

he wanted to. He couldn’t read 

the onscreen text, and sometimes 

wasn’t able to move fast enough 

to advance through the levels.  

So Maritza and her mother would 

plug in a second controller and 

play alongside him, doing most of 

the in-game work themselves.  

The strategy worked for a while, 

but as Jaimie grew older, he 

caught on. Realizing that he      

wasn’t actually playing the game 

upset him, and he steadily lost 

interest in the activity.  “It was sad 

to see him give up on something 

that had once made him happy.”                        

says Maritza. 

Years later, 

in 2012, 

Maritza      

began work 

as a nanny 

for a      

toddler with 

cerebral 

palsy.  She noticed the child tried 

to move and interact with the             

animated characters she saw    

onscreen while watching TV or 

movies. But, like Maritza’s sibling, 

it was hard to find media that she 

could fully engage with.  “She and 

my brother weren’t able to interact 

with the platforms the same way 

as other kids could,” Maritza says.  

“Not necessarily because of their          

disabilities, but because the       

media that was available didn’t 

suit their needs.” Maritza began to 

think of how to make video games 

and other media more accessible 

for children with a wide range of 

abilities.  “No kid should pick up a 

video game and think, ‘Oh, I have 

to work harder.” She says.  “You 

should have fun just like any other 

kid.”  Today, Maritza, is applying 

her training in psychology and 

media design to a project at       

Holland Bloorview. Along with     

scientist Elaine Biddiss, Maritza, a               

research assistant and child           

media specialist, is working to     

develop a game that can double 

as physical therapy for children 

with CP. 

Maritza Basaran received her Bachelor’s degree in Psychology, 

Health, and English from the University of Toronto. She studied                    

Children’s Media in a post-graduate program at Centennial College 

where she was awarded the Dean’s Award for Entrepreneurship and 

Innovation, 2014.  She joined the PEARL Lab as a student                      

researcher where she assists in developing therapeutic video games 

for children with physical disabilities and is responsible for designing 

fun games that are customizable to clients’ abilities, and assistive to 

their therapy goals. 

How about inviting Maritza to a Montage MEETUP? Learn about her 

games?  Provide new insight into their development?   

Email: info@montagesupport.ca for a social group to happen.   

Open to all Montage staff, people supported and general public. 

Montage encourages you to get involved.  MeetUps are OPEN to everyone; Montage reserves the right to limit seating to 

meet capacity.  A minimum of 10 participants are required to register for a social MeetUp to be arranged.  

Fees may apply.  



 
 
 
 

A Mother Writes  
A Special Olympics Moment  
Lynn Swan Lublinski 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

It’s the kind of moment dreams are made of.       
Scoring the winning point to win a Championship! 
For my son, Daniel, that “moment” was a home run 
that not only won the game, but the Gold medal at 
the 2013 Ontario Special Olympic Provincial 
Games. It signalled a new beginning in his life and 
the chance to feel pride.  But where to go from 
there?  Daniel has faced many challenges in his 31 
years. He has learning disabilities, thought             
processing & literacy challenges and Tourette      
Syndrome. Along with all this, he dealt with a         
childhood trauma that created emotional scars.  
Throughout childhood, he had to change schools 
several times because his issues did not fit any 
specific diagnosis, which meant he never made 
good friends. He didn’t fit in where he wanted and 
couldn’t keep up with his siblings’ successes.  
Clearly none of these experiences would build  
self-confidence or self-esteem. 
As a young adult, Daniel has had limited                
opportunities for school or work. The result has 
been depression, anger and a feeling of                
hopelessness. The more isolated he gets, the more 
negative he becomes, pushing people further away 
instead of drawing them closer. Exactly the            
opposite of what he wants. And with no job            
prospects, Daniel has little to do, but sit around and 
become more despondent. It’s difficult for any         
parent to watch their child suffer, but especially 

when we feel helpless.  Daniel’s strength is sports. 
He is an excellent softball player, swimmer, bowler 
and an avid fan of all the major sports. In fact, his 
understanding of baseball has led him to Umpiring 
summer work. Growing up, he became involved in 
many sports, but softball was his favourite.  As a 
young teenager, he joined the Special Olympics 
Softball team. I’ll never forget the first time he saw 
the Special Olympic Games on TV many years 
ago.  He jumped out of his chair, ran to the TV and 
said, “THAT’S what I want to do one day”. His 
dream came true in 2013, when his team qualified 
to represent Toronto at the Special Olympics            
Provincial Summer Games held in Vaughan.  
For anyone who’s not familiar with Special          
Olympics, it’s truly a “special” experience for          
everyone involved, from the players, coaches and 
spectators to the hundreds of volunteers who make 
it happen. It’s an incredible experience; leaving 
without shedding tears of joy is impossible! Every 
effort is made to give the players an authentic 
Olympic experience from Olympic “Villages” to 
Opening Ceremonies complete with live                  
entertainment. The athletes march in with their 
team in distinct uniforms, carrying their Regional 
sign, led by a police escort. They are greeted by TV 
cameras, music, lights and lots of cheering people 
as they enter the arena. The pride and smiles are 
evident on all their faces, as they wave at us and 
we wave back.  The presence of the Police at all 
the S.O. games and events is a powerful show of 
support for these athletes. 
Daniel was excited for these games and he wanted 
to win. With the help of two wonderful coaches, 
Gisele Lumsden and Steve Titus, the team trained 
for months, not only to improve softball skills, but 
interpersonal skills. Watching athletes who earlier 
in the summer could not settle their own conflicts, 
now cheering each other on, win or lose, was     
magical. I can’t say enough about Daniel’s coaches 
and ALL the outstanding coaches who give their 
time for these athletes. Their dedication deserves 
our attention and gratitude. They are true heroes! 



 
 
 
 
 

 
 

So let’s get back to Daniel’s “moment”. His team, 
the Central Toronto Blue Jays had won all of their  
4 games to qualify for the Gold Medal round. They 
were electrified by these wins, but also emotionally 
overwhelmed. Just before the Gold Medal Game, 
they huddled with their coaches, who told them, win 
or lose, they were Champions. There were tears as 
the stress and excitement of this Medal game      
became a reality. Daniel was so nervous, he wasn’t 
sure he could play. His coaches said “Just go out 
and play, like it’s any other game”. Even with the 
pressure for this win, while falling behind in runs,     
I could hear them telling each other, “Shake it off” 
and “Just do your best”. Their sportsmanship was 
inspiring.  At the bottom of the last inning, they 
were down by 1 run and Daniel was up to bat. The 
last thing I wanted was the pressure of the win on 
Daniel. But there he was, stepping up to the plate, 
with one runner on base and the fate of the Gold 
Medal in his hands. I closed my eyes ….I couldn’t 
bare to watch. But then I heard cheering and 
looked up to see Daniel running the bases after a 
home run. A HOME RUN to not only win the game, 
but take the Gold Medal! His team was shouting his 
name and calling him a “Hero”. WHAT A                
MOMENT!! For anyone, this kind of moment would 
be memorable, but for Daniel, who has had so little 
success in his life, this moment was                      
SPECTACULAR. 
I wondered how this moment would affect him once 
the Games were over. I found that  being part of a 
supportive team, where he could shine, made him 
more at ease and willing to cooperate. He smiled 
more and showed maturity and self confidence.  I 
didn’t know where this “moment” would take him, 
but for a while, it made a difference.  Unfortunately, 
there are limited opportunities for meaningful work 
for Daniel and so the “moment” disappeared. He, 
and so many similarly situated young adults, spend 
much of their adult lives alone and isolated.  What a 
waste of human potential! And for Daniel, and 
many others similarly situated, without the prospect 
of something stimulating to do, the memory of any 
success fades into the past.  
My goal is to not only bring recognition to the         
outstanding Special Olympics organization and the 
wonderful volunteers who make everything          
possible, but awareness for the athletes who need 
ongoing activities and opportunities for stimulating 
work. Please support Special Olympics and any  

 
 
 
 
 
 

program that gives these young people a chance 
for a fulfilling life.  These young adults deserve 
more than fleeting moments of success. 

Continued from A Mother Writes 
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Daniel was          
informed that he 

was selected for the Swim Team to represent       
Ontario at the 2018 National Special Olympics in 
Nova Scotia.  He will begin training 3 times a week     
shortly, and Montage will be following up with him 
to get his views on how he feels about this next 
competition.   
 

Stay tuned….. 

 
 

Have a story to share with our readers?         

Dreamweaver will be featuring more “real-life”      

stories and  articles on PEOPLE Montage          

provides support services for, and the people who 

are dedicated to making their dreams come true!  

Newsletter: info@montagesupport.ca 



 

 

 

 

I had the pleasure of meeting Laura Tonelli at Montage through a podcast assignment 

in which I had to interview a communicator from the Public Relations industry.  It was 

interesting to know about the different sectors she worked in within Public Relations for 

the past 17 years.  Starting her path in the Ministry of External Affairs then going into 

the Entertainment sector, then the non-profit with networking business professionals, 

then with addiction and mental health, and now working selflessly for Montage Support 

Services as a Public Relations Specialist. She has always worked with people at some 

level. At several points during the meeting I had tears in my eyes because Laura 

talked so sensitively and passionately about her work. It really touched me because 

she stressed on inclusivity in every aspect which encompasses people.  Those who 

seek support, the employees and everyone associated within and outside of the         

organization.  She now looks to bring forth awareness of the talents, abilities, and       

contributions of people which Montage services supports and employs.  This reminded 

me of the game Martiza Basaran, an Alumni of Children's Media program developed, 

keeping her brother's needs in mind. Laura's experience in the field of Public Relations 

taught me a very valuable lesson: that one should be very particular of the words and images used. This           

intentional step could change the perspective of the observer.  Our conversation concluded that in everyone's 

context "normal" can have varying definitions, we are all unique and "differently abled." 

Roohi Eleanor Lakra  

Centennial College 

Corporate Communications  

Public Relations 

Zola has been a Support Facilitator with Montage for over 25 years.  

Working one on one with people who have varying disabilities, has 

been the most rewarding part of her role.  Learning how to              

communicate with people who do not use words increased her              

understanding of gestures to identify wants and needs, as well as        

become familiar with people’s personalities. Through the years, her 

biggest challenge has also become one of her greatest assets. “It was 

not easy learning how to read and understand people’s gestures,       

expressions, or sounds.” Taking the time to be with someone in the 

moment has also taught me more about myself.”  Learning to be more 

accepting, compassionate and tolerant in her work, extended to her 

personal life as well.  Zola is a true ambassador for Montage— we 

will learn more of Zola and the people she supports in an upcoming 

edition of Dreamweaver. 

 

On October 19th, 2017, Montage Support Services held a celebratory luncheon fir staff members to commemorate and     

recognize long term years of service.  A recap of the afternoon’s festivities will be featured in the WINTER edition of                          

Dreamweaver.  In the interim, Montage extends a heartfelt thank you to the staff who by example,and dedication, are                  

making a world of difference in the lives of people who seek support. 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Over the last year, our Making Work Work              

initiative has joined forces with the City of Toronto 

Youth Employment Partnership, a conglomeration 

of employment agencies mandated to develop              

a network of employers to create more                     

opportunities for youth seeking work.  

The introduction of youth with disabilities to this 

group, has challenged who as well as how these 

‘main stream’ agencies offer services. More youth 

are seeking equitable work which means they are 

attending job fairs and employment centres that       

often don’t have the capacity to support or navigate 

them to paid and valued roles.  At one of the           

partnership meetings, MWW was asked to do a 

short presentation around work and developmental 

disability. Using an ‘experiential’ model, that took  

the group through a series of situations              

demonstrating how information is given and           

received; how to adapt an everyday office task for 

a person with a visual impairment, and included an 

environmental simulation of autism.  This 20        

minute presentation prompted discussion that has                   

expanded the session into an actual workshop. 
 

On November 14
th

, at Toronto City Hall, Making 

Work Work will be facilitating Coaching              

Connecting and Community for the Youth                

Employment Partners. The work shop will bring   

together traditional models of information gathering 

and employment search, with Montage’s             

customized employment model. Using a number of 

our person centred tools, we balance the          

perspective of the job-seeker with information and 

observations provided from those who know them 

well.  Taking the time to      honour this process is 

an integral component to finding meaningful work 

where people feel valued in positions that lead to 

sustainability. 
 

This workshop provides innovative perspective that 

can be offered along with training initiatives, like 

the Disability Confident Employer Program         

currently being developed by the Canadian Council 

on Rehabilitation and Work (CCRW). Alliances 

such as these will help to keep the momentum      

going towards building  a stronger and inclusive 

work scape. 
 

 

Making Work Work 

Michael Mackenzie at:   

416-780-9630 ext 241   

MMacKenzie@montagesupport.ca 

Michael Mackenzie EMPLOYMENT/ VOLUNTEERING                                       

OPPORTUNITES DEVELOPER (pictured is wearing a hat  that has 

seen many faces around the world).  You will have to contact him to 

learn of the stories. 



 

Sponsorships for What’s Your Dream? 2018 Gala ● Now Available 

Contact us for package information and discover the excitement 

your support will bring!  Email: info@montagesupport.ca  

Montage Support Services 

504 Oakwood Avenue 

Toronto, ON M6E 2X1 

416-780-9630 

info@montagesupport.ca 

 

Invite Montage to speak to students in your 

classroom on “similarities” or, to help with 

your class submission—Today! 

Contact: info@montagesupport.ca 

Community Living Ontario invites elementary 

school aged children from across Ontario to        

participate in a contest that promotes and raises 

awareness about inclusive education.  Students 

between the ages of 4-14 can submit a class         

video or an individual story/poem expressing why 

students who have an intellectual disability should 

be included in regular classes alongside students 

who do not have a disability.  The intent is to have 

children and classrooms to begin thinking about 

inclusion and start a conversation. 

Deadline for submissions: Wednesday, January 24, 2018. 


